Trailed harvesting
systems for
sugar beet
Durable 1- or 2-phase harvesting system:
the four-fold for your success – four machines
for the efficient and profitable beet harvest

High impact in the field –
performance to the tops
Solid, simple high performance: The Grimme trailed

on its multiple uses. Become independent and

harvesting systems for sugar beet offers rows and

decide for yourself when you want to harvest your

rows of advantages. These start with the high

beets! Grimme offers innovation from passion and

performance capacity of the transfer system and does

the matching high-performance engineering for all

not end with the better utilisation of the tractor based

markets! So that you will always harvest success.

Defoliator BM 300/330:

Front topper FT 300:

Front mulcher FM 300:

Rootster 604/804/904:
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Two systems – one goal:
the high yield sugar beet harvest
You decide for yourself whether the 1- or 2-phase system

the optional hydraulically driven disc scalper performs

matches your operation better. Especially favourable

the precise topping cut. 1-phase: You have a choice

for you: All machines offer extremely easy service based

whether you want to classically separate your beet

on mechanical drives and less hydraulics without

from the leaf and scalp it with the front topper FT 300.

compromises regarding the ease of operation and can

Or you can choose the much discussed defoliating of

be trailed by existing tractors. Thus, you also have a good

your beet and decide on the FM 300. The harvester

grip on your operating costs. 2-phase: You prepare your

Rootster 604 will take care of the digging, cleaning

harvest perfectly with the high-performance leaf defoliator

and transferring of the beet on all three models.

BM 300/330. After the clean removal of the beet leaves,

2-phase
Harvesting with the 2-phase system:
leaf defoliator BM 300/330 and
Rootster 604.
Can be used from 2 standard tractors
for the transport vehicle and for the
high-performance leaf defoliator
BM 300/330 as well as 1 medium
class tractor for the Rootster 604.

2.

Rootster 604

1.
BM 300/330

1-phase
Harvesting with the 1-phase system:
front topper fT 300 in the front hydraulics
and Rootster 604 attached to the rear.
Can be used from 1 standard tractor for
the transport vehicle and 1 top class
tractor for the front topper FT 300 and
the Rootster 604.

1.

Or

fT 300

Rootster 604

fM 300

Rootster 604

Harvesting with the 1-phase system:
front mulcher fM 300 in the front hydraulics
and Rootster 604 attached to the rear.
Can be used from 1 standard tractor for the
transport vehicle and 1 top class tractor for the
front mulcher FM 300 and the Rootster 604.

1.

2-phase

BM 300/330: optimal
harvest preparation
Well-prepared for the harvest: row by row. The high-performance leaf defoliator BM 300/330 chops and removes
the beet leaves across the entire machine width. Even weeds between the beet rows do not pose a problem.
Equipped with a durable steel flail shaft,
as well as two non-wear cleaning shafts,
the machine operates in an especially
reliable manner, prevents
plugging and provides for an entirely
smooth and clean harvesting
process. The BM 300/330 is
world widely available in two
working widths: in Western
Europe featuring 6 rows at
45 –50 cm = 300 cm as well
as in Eastern Europe and in
the US at 6 x 56 cm = 330 cm.

It is all about the clean removal of beet leaves: The steel flails of the first row remove
the leaves first. Behind these, two cleaning shafts rotate in opposite directions and
perform the fine cut. This suction effect even captures and chops the weed leaves
between the rows.

BM 300/330

FT 300

FM 300

Rootster 604/804/904

BM 300/330

Nothing can beat it
1

2

Always flexible: The adjustable
drawbar (1) of the leaf defoliator
BM 300/330 even allows track
widths of 3 instead of 4 rows of
beets – this permits you to
comfortable work in an offset
pattern behind the tractor.
The hydraulic folding drawbar (2)
with its adjustable end stop and four
trailing wheels at the rear ensures
optimal depth guidance and easy lift
out. The direct drive of the PTO shaft
is handled by a durable angle drive.
Simply organised: Large flaps
allow access to the drive unit in
one simple move. This way,
blockages can be cleared quickly
and easily when needed (3).

3
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Massive quality: The first flail
shaft is equipped with steel
flails (4) and is designed for
the highest possible wear.
Innovative solutions: The second
and third shafts (5) are equipped
with cleaning flails made of
extremely durable rubber. The
flails that are arranged above the
rows can be adjusted to different
row widths with a few steps.

6

7

Precise topper cut: The
optional, hydraulically driven
disk scalper (6) delivers the
best results with any type of soil.
Adjustable feeler combs ensure
a precise contour guidance.
Profitable investment: The
hydraulically driven disc scalper
convinces with its low-wear and
non-blocking operation (7).

5

1-phase

Option A: FT 300 –
6-row front topper
The genius 6-row INLINE front topper FT 300: Its patented operation reliably avoids irritating blocking in the
scalper area and ensures an optimized distribution of the chopped leaf material. – Ideal conditions for reduced
soil cultivation. The FT 300 can be flexibly adjusted from 45 to 50 cm row widths. The flail shaft was designed
to achieve a high cut frequency even at lowest speeds. Based on this special design, the beet leaf
is deposited behind the individual suspended scalpers, which perform their work precisely in the
“wind shadow” of the flail shaft. This way, the scalpers suspended individually in the parallelogram
can make a “clean” cut due to the automatic scalping height.

The result of the
FT 300: Every beet
is accurately scalped.

Just as genius as effective: the
patented INLINE-SYSTEM for the leaf
deposit behind the scalper unit.

Pa t e n t

1-phase

Option B: FM 300 –
6-row front mulcher
The Grimme innovation – the 6-row INLINE front mulcher FM 300: Thanks to the highest possible work
quality with its compact design, the beet leaves are removed gently and perfectly. The FM 300 is integrated
into the front hydraulics and performs its tasks in a sophisticated manner: Its two patented multi and
cleaning shafts run in opposite directions and are optimised in their interaction. Afterwards, the Rootster 604,
which is attached to the rear, takes over the reliable harvesting of the beet. The result: Up
to 10 % more material yield per hectare compared to the usual procedures with the flail topper
and scalper.

The result of the
FM 300: Every beet
is accurately defoliated.

For the complete defoliating: the combination
of patented multi shaft (top) and the cleaning
shaft (bottom) rotating in the opposite direction.

Pa t e n t

BM 300/330

FT 300

FM 300

Rootster 604/804/904

Topping

FT 300:
make a clean cut

4

Crop flow

1
3
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Every beet is
accurately
scalped.

5

The durable flail shaft (2) with
three non-wear steel flails per
circumference ensures a high
cutting frequency even at low
speeds and therefore optimally
chopped beet leaves.

2

The patented operation mode of
the INLINE front topper FT 300:
Height-adjustable feeler wheels (1) ensure a
precise depth guidance of the machine,
before the flail topper (2) separates the leaf
from the beet. An additional cutting edge (3)
ensures an especially fine chopping result.
Based on this special design, the chopped
leaf material is guided via guiding wedges
and ejection elbows (4) and deposited

The additionally installed counter
blade (3) comes standard and
allows the especially fine
chopping of the beet leaf, which
is then guided down the line by
guiding wedges.

3

behind the scalper (5) specifically between
the beet rows.
This way, the leaf material is optimally
distributed. Due to the solid and compact
design of the machines, significantly less
wear and tear parts are required than with
regular systems with side ejection.
Furthermore, the significantly lower weight
relieves the tractor’s axle’s narrow front

Pa te n t
No more irritating material
blockages: The chopped leaf
material is guided to the ejection
elbows (4) via guiding wedges,
which then deposit it behind the
scalpers precisely between the
beet rows.

tyres. The FT 300 achieves a high cutting
4

frequency, even at low speeds, thanks to its
mechanically adjustable row width and three
steel flails “per circumference”. Thanks to
its patented INLINE leaf deposit, there are
no more irritating and time-consuming
material blockages in front of the scalpers.

5

G

Accuracy that pays off: With the newly developed scalper unit (5) you will always
achieve exact cuts. The scalpers also work with varying quantities and under the
most diverse conditions always precisely.

E

A

A

A

C

Rotating wear skid made of highly
durable Hardox steel

D

Flat feeler comb that scans each
beet accurately. This way, even
different heights of beets are cut
off in an optimised manner thanks
to the scalping height automatic

Parallelogram with maintenance-free
swinging arms

E

The adjustable spring adjustment of the
feeler comb also ensures a perfect scanning
of the beet – even with different beet
quantities and different drive speeds.

F

Additional adjustability via a hole template
can significantly increase the usage
period of the feeler combs.

G

The adjustable depth guide prevents
the scalper from being pulled into the
soil if there are gaps in the beet.

B Hardened scalper knife
F
D

C

1
6

B
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The distance between the feeler
comb and the scalper knife is
finely adjusted via the height
adjustment (6) of the central
suspension of the scalper units.
In combination with the scalping
height automatic, scalper losses
are minimised with a few easy steps.
The variable spring load (7) of the
feeler comb also ensures a safe,
calm scanning as well as an ideal
scalping result – even with varying
beet quantities.
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The drive simply runs round:
with the durable angle drive
for the front PTO shaft of the
tractor (8). With an input speed
of 1,000 rpm, the topper shaft
produces 1,250 rpm.
The durable and maintenance-free
multi belt drive (9) is also used as
a warranted overload protection.
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A result that leaves nothing
to be desired: precisely
scalped beet (10).

Defoliating

FM 300: well-cleaned
for a better harvest

1
2

3

Every beet is
accurately
defoliated.

The FM 300 is height-guided by
the two feeler wheels (1). The
desired working height can be
simply adjusted by means of two
upper guides. As an option,
a hydraulic depth guide of the
feeler wheels is available.

The patented operation mode of

1

the INLINE front mulcher FM 300:
Height-adjustable feeler wheels (1) ensure
an exact depth guidance of the machine.
The beet are defoliated in the front area
by means of a multi shaft (2), in the rear
by a cleaning shaft (3). The shafts run in
opposite directions and clean the beet
heads on both sides. By not performing
the scalper cut, they yield up to 10 %

Pa te n t

more material when using the FM 300.

2

Furthermore, there are advantages

The patented multi shaft (2)
defoliates and cleans the beet in
row widths between 45 and 50 cm.
Durable steel flails (A) are used to
weed between the rows. Non-wear
rubber flails (B) above the rows
gently defoliate the beet.

during long-term storage due to reduced

A

breathing losses. Thus, you will profit
from a significantly higher monetary yield
per hectare! The subsequent harvesting
B

is reliably performed by the trailed
Rootster 604 in the rear.

Pa te n t
The patented cleaning shaft (3)
defoliates and cleans the beet
by means of non-wear rubber
flails (B). Hook flails (A) between
the rows pick up long leaf stems
and chop these intensively by
means of an additional ledge in
the topper casing.

3

A

B

BM 300/330

FT 300

FM 300

Rootster 604/804/904

Simply comfortable: The row width
can be mechanically adjusted
between 45 and 50 cm via the
large service access doors (6).

1
6
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8

The power transmission from the
tractor is guided via an extremely
stabile angle drive and two drive
shafts to a pulley on the left and
right of the machine (7), respectively.
Safe drive: Durable and
maintenance-free multiple belts
transfer the power directly to the
drive discs of the multi or cleaning
shafts (8). The pulley strand
protects the individual shafts
from being overloaded under
critical harvesting conditions.

9

A perfect result for the highest
hectare yields: The leaf
material is chopped and
deposited centered between
the beet rows (9), the beets
are completely defoliated.

Rootster 604/804/904: the
harvesting multi-talent
Digging, cleaning and transferring: The new,

so that it can be used worldwide for 6-, 8- or 9-row

trailed harvester Rootster is the high-impact and

harvest. For the non-stop use, there is a large

economic alternative for sugar beet harvesting.

volume 6 m³ intermediate bunker available.

It handles all work in 1- and 2-phase harvest

Especially affordable: All 1- and 2-phase systems

procedures with the highest operator comfort.

can be trailed by existing tractors.

The extraordinarily serviceable machine is designed

BM 300/330

FT 300

FM 300

Rootster 604/804/904

IN TA K E

Effective and gentle:
digging with the Rootster
Unbeatable on large surfaces: The
Rootster 904 (1) was designed
specifically for the 9-row harvest
for fields with row widths of
45 or 50 cm. As an option, the
Rootster 804 offers the possibility
to harvest 8 rows of beet with
a row width of 22 inches (56 cm)
at the same time. With this, the
machine is at home worldwide in
all sugar beet cultivation regions.

1
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3

Especially gentle: The harvesting
of beet with the ground
driven Oppel wheels (2).
Equipped for all harvesting
conditions: the optional hydraulically
driven Oppel wheels (3). Your
individually adjustable advance
reduces the sticky soil portion
during the harvest in all climate
and soil conditions. With this
engineering design, the Rootster is
equipped with an additional highperformance self hydraulic system.

4

5

Customised depth guidance:
The digging depth can be exactly
adapted to the soil and climate
conditions via the fine adjustable
end stop of the hydraulic
folding drawbar (4).
Optimised digging depth – even
in cropped terrain: The optional
two adjustable support wheels (5)
for the ideal and continuously
held depth guidance.

6

7

Free of stress in the track:
The hydraulic drawbar steering
ensures the accurate trailing
of the Rootster. The optionally
available beet feeler is even more
comfortable. It automatically
takes over the guidance of the
Rootster along the rows (6).
Gentle further transport: The beet
are transferred to the subsequent
cleaning unit via an ejector shaft (7)
with four rubber paddles each.

Cleaning

Always a clean choice
Grimme offers you the alternative: Select

to your requirements. Both cleaning

between the gentle axial roller cleaning

units can be monitored easily directly

and the universal cleaning turbines and

from the tractor.

therefore adapt your machine exactly
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First, the beets reach the
cross roller table (1/2) from
the Oppel wheels. This first
cleaning unit is equipped with
one plain and four spiral rollers.
The latter, in combination with
two centering rollers ensure
the initial soil removal and
the merging of the beet to
the middle of the machine.

The second cleaning unit is the
axial roller table (3/4). A drop step
already achieves an increased soil
cleaning on the transport path via
the main web. The axial roller
table is equipped with six spiral
rollers and two external plain
rollers. The adjustable beet
retention comb increases the
cleaning intensity in the front area.
The two external plain rollers can
be switched on or off as an
assisting extraction unit. After that,
the cleaned beet are transported
directly to the ring elevator.

Master the most difficult
conditions with the cleaning
turbines. The channeled beet flow
is transferred directly to the first
cleaning turbine with a diameter
of 1.7 m by the cross roller table.
Two more cleaning turbines with a
diameter of 1.35 m each (5/6) are
used for intensive cleaning. With
very sticky soils, you can use
spring tines instead of the smooth
guiding grids. The speed of the
cleaning units can be adjusted in
two steps. After the cleaning
process, the beet flow is
transported directly to the
ring elevator.

1

2

3

4

5

6

BM 300/330

FT 300

FM 300

Rootster 604/804/904

BunKeR anD TRansfeR

Nonstop performance!
1

2

3

Quick and economic: The beet are transferred from the bunker to the transport
vehicle during the harvesting process via the 1 m wide unloading web. Two
selectable speeds allow a quick transfer as well as the loading of the transport
vehicle all the way into the last corners. This special design also allows the use
of high transport vehicles.

Designed for high throughput: After
the cleaning, the beet are gently
transported to the fill auger (2) via
the ring elevator (1). This auger
fills the 6 m³ (approx. 4 t) buffer
bunker (2) continuously. Advantage:
The harvester does not need to
stop when the transport vehicles
are switched. The loading volume
is sufficient for a harvesting path
of up to 300 m.

Always up to par: For the
gentle transfer and safe road
transport, the unloading web
can be folded in or out
comfortably hydraulically (3).

Load Remote Control (LRC): Full
concentration thanks to modern
engineering. The unloading web can
be switched on and off comfortably
by the drivers of the transport
vehicles by means of this remote
control. This
way, the
harvester
driver is
assisted and
unnecessary beet losses are
prevented that may be
caused due to lack
of coordination.

15

DRIVE

Simply practical –
practically successful
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Low operating costs from A to Z:
All drives, except for the transfer
web, are mechanically operated
and therefore low maintenance
units. The cross roller table (1)
and the axial roller table (2) are
driven by a quadruple V-belt and
secured against overloading. With
only very few hand movements,
the two V-belt pulleys can be
replaced, which will change
the ratio or the speed.

2

1

Especially reasonable: The
Rootster 604 is designed so
that also tractors of the medium
performance class (starting from
99 kW/135 HP) can be used as
a towing machine (3) during
normal harvesting conditions.

3

M A C H INE C ON T R OL

Logical and ergonomical: the
Rootster operating terminal
All functions of the Rootster
can be controlled easily
and intuitively via the new
operating terminal.

1

2

3

9
10

7

8

5

4

1

Axle steering (option) right/left and
automatic axle centering

2

Lower/raise digging unit and adjust
the relief of the digging unit

3

Drawbar steering left/right. Optional Auto
pilot on/off as well as fine adjustment

4

Switch on/off lighting or beacon light

5

Swivel unloading web in/out

6

Unloading web speed fast/slow (optional
release of the LRC remote control)

7

Infinitely variable speed/advance of
the hydraulically driven Oppel wheels

8

Oppel wheel drive (option) on/off
and reverse

9

Display of current position of axle
steering by means of LEDs

6

10 Pressure monitoring of the hydraulically

driven Oppel wheels

BM 300/330

FT 300

FM 300

Rootster 604/804/904

aXle sTeeRing

This will give you
the right twist!
2

1

3

16 °

16 °

auToMaTiC sTeeRing sYsTeM

Turn your trailed harvesting system
into a self propelled system
ROOT RUNNER, the new Grimme steering

FT 300/FM 300, tractor and Rootster 604

system, is now taking over the exact track

can be controlled at any given time auto-

guidance of the tractor. Therefore, the har-

matically and precisely along the beet rows.

vesting process practically runs on its own

For an improved concentration for the

with the 1-phase trailed harvesting system.

driver and therefore increased productivity.

ISOBUS manual
leaf detector with
rotating angle
potentiometer

Grimme electronics calculate
steering angle signals based on
the actual value of the steering
angle sensor of the front axle

Electrical servo motor
on the steering wheel
or standardised ISOBUS
interface of the tractor

Quicker into the next track: The
optional axle steering (1/2) of
the Rootster with up to 16 °
steering angle (3) makes the
turning manoeuvers enjoyable –
even with narrow headlands.
The function is simply activated
via the operating terminal. When
entering the row, only select
the automatic self-centering
steering and the Rootster will
be situated straight in the row
again. For safety reasons, the
axle position can be controlled
via a mechanical display.
Furthermore, the axle steering
prevents the machine from
drifting off on slopes.
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Technical data
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BM 300

BM 330

Length
Width
Height

5,600 mm (6,700 mm*)
3,300 mm
1,300 mm

5,600 mm (6,700 mm*)
3,600 mm
1,300 mm

Weight

1,950 kg (2,350 kg*)

2,300 kg (2,700 kg*)

Row width

Adjustable between 45 and 50 cm

Adjustable between 45 and 56 cm

Flail shaft

Continuous flail shaft with spirally arranged steel flails

1st cleaning shaft

Rubber flails above beet row, row width mechanically and steplessly adjustable;

2nd cleaning shaft

Rubber flails above beet row, row width mechanically and steplessly adjustable,

Depth setting

Lifting cylinder with spindle adjustable end stop in front, tool-free adjustment of rear control wheels

Tyres

4 x 7.5–20 TR 15 AS

Operating/Setting

1 double acting independent controller (+ 1 single acting controller with pressure-free return*)

Drive

Mechanically: PTO-shaft 1,000 rpm with freewheeling

Required power

At least: 60 kW/82 HP, Recommended: 90 KW/120 HP

Connection

Bottom hitch coupling, tractor support load 1 t

* Values apply to specification with optional disc scalper

FT 300

FM 300

Length
Width
Height

1,700 mm (2,300 mm*)
3,150 mm
1,250 mm

2,210 mm (2,810 mm*)
3,150 mm
1,220 mm

Weight

1,150 kg

1,250 kg

Row width

45/50 cm

45/50 cm

Leaf deposit

INLINE-SYSTEM

INLINE-SYSTEM

Flail shaft

Continuous flail shaft with spirally arranged steel flails

–

Scalper unit

Parallelogram-guided feeler comb scalper
Scalping height can be adjusted without tools
Scalping height automatic
Maintenance-free bearings

–

Multi shaft

–

Rubber flails above the row of beet and
steel flails between the rows of beet

Cleaning shaft

–

Rubber flails above the row of beet and
hook flails between the rows of beet

Working height setting

2 feeler wheels (tool-free height adjustment,
can be folded in for road travel)

2 feeler wheels (tool-free height adjustment,
can be folded in for road transport)

Optional hydraulic adjustment of the feeler wheels
(requires a controller at the tractor front)

Optional hydraulic adjustment of the feeler wheels
(requires a double acting controller at the tractor front)

Tyres

2 x 4.5–16

2 x 4.5–16

Drive

Mechanical: PTO-shaft 1,000 rpm with freewheeling

Mechanical: PTO-shaft 1,000 rpm with freewheeling

Connection

Front mounted in three-point hitch, adaptation to
different mounting heights of the front hitch possible

Front mounted in three-point hitch, adaptation to
different mounting heights of the front hitch possible

* Values apply for machine in working position with feeler wheels

Rootster 604 (6-row)

Rootster 604 (6-row)

Rootster 804 (8-row)

Rootster 904 (9-row)

Length
Width
Height

8,300 mm
3,200 mm
4,000 mm

8,300 mm
3,500 mm
4,000 mm

8,300 mm
4,700 mm
4,000 mm

8,300 mm
4,700 mm
4,000 mm

Channel width

2,850 mm

3,150 mm

4,350 mm

4,350 mm

Weight (empty)*

Axle load: 6 t
Support load: 1.7 t
Total weight: 7.7 t

Axle load: 6 t
Support load: 1.8 t
Total weight: 7.8 t

Axle load: 6.3 t
Support load: 2.1 t
Total weight: 8.4 t

Axle load: 6.4 t
Support load: 2.2 t
Total weight: 8.6 t

Row width

45–50 cm (18–20 inches)
manual, steplessly adjustable

45–56 cm (18–22 inches)
56 cm (22 inches)
manual, steplessly adjustable manual, steplessly adjustable

Digging unit

Ground-driven Oppel shares
Hydraulic wheel share drive with self-hydraulics (option)

Depth setting

Lifting cylinder with spindle-adjustable end stop
2 additional support wheels for the depth guidance of the digging unit (option)

1 st cleaning unit

Cross roller table: 1 plain roller, 4 spiral rollers, 1 pair of centering rollers

2 nd cleaning unit

Short main web and axial roller table with 6 spiral rollers and 2 plain rollers can be added as extraction unit,
or as an option: 3 mechanically driven turbine systems: 1 st turbine 1,700 mm; 2 nd and 3 rd turbine 1,350 mm

Bunker

Filling by means of ring elevator and fill auger
Contents: 6 m³ (approx. 4.0 t)
Transfer height: max. 380 cm
Unloading web can be swivelled hydraulically from the transport to the transfer position
Unloading web width: 100 cm

Transfer

2 speed settings can be selected via the operating terminal
Remote control LRC (Load Remote Control) to operate the unloading web for the transporters (option)

Chassis

Axle steering with automatic centering function (option)

Tyres

Standard: 600/55–26.5, Option: 600/60–30.5

Drive

Mechanical cleaning and bunker functions: PTO-shaft 1,000 rpm; Wide angle PTO-shaft (option)
Bunker emptying: hydraulically via tractor hydraulics

Hydraulics

1 x controller (double acting) and 1 x pressure-free return

Power requirement**

At least: 99 kW/135 HP (6-rows)
Recommended: 110 kW/150 HP; With hydraulic Oppel
wheel share drive (option): 136 kW/185 HP

Coupling

Bottom attachment in the hitch, in the drawbar or in the ball coupling (K 80)
Manual hydraulically drawbar steering via the operating terminal. Drawbar can be telescoped up to
5 times to adapt to different tractor and coupling systems
Automatic drawbar steering via 2 beet fuller (option)

Automatic tractor control

Automatic steering system ROOT RUNNER takes over the steering on the tractor along the rows of beet (option)
Includes leaf detector and (depending on the equipment of the tractor) servo motor
on the steering wheel or ISOBUS interface

45–50 cm (18–20 inches)
manual, steplessly adjustable

At least: 136 kW/185 HP (8-/9-rows)
Recommended: 147 kW/200 HP; With hydraulic Oppel
wheel share drive (option): 169 kW/230 HP)

* Values apply to ground-driven Oppel wheel shares
** Values apply to the single operation of the Rootster without FM 300 or FT 300 attached to the front
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Pr o d u ct s e r i e s s u g a r b e e t t e ch n i q u e

MAXTRON 620:
Simply get more out of it – even under
the most adverse conditions: This can
be taken care of by the MAXTRON 620
in high end quality. Here, the high
impact 6-row sugar beet harvester
with its 22 ton large bunker always
works gently. The result: the benchmark
for product and soil protection.

REXOR 620:
High performance, quick and economical.
The new 6-row REXOR 620 with its
22 ton large bunker convinces in the
field with its very low fuel consumption
and high performance and the ability
to drive at 40 km/h on the road thanks
to Speedmatic. The result: highest
economic viability under all conditions.

Rootster 604/804/904:
Less is more! The new trailed transfer
harvester is the high impact and
eco-nomical alternative to self-driver
models for the 6-, 8- or 9-row sugar
beet harvest processes. This multi-talent
handles all work in 1- and 2-phase
harvest proce-dures on its own and
solidly. The result: Digging, cleaning
and transferring – all in one.

BM 300/330:
The 6-row BM 300/330 does not give
weeds a chance. This high-performance
leaf defoliator ensures the clean
harvest preparation for 2-phase
digging. The result: An optimised
row of beet to be harvested.

FT 300:
The ingenius 6-row INLINE front chopper
FT 300 facilitates the 1-phase harvesting
system. Based on its patented leaf
deposit system, it prevents unnecessary
blocking and allows for the optimised
distribution of the chopped leaf material.
The result: Every beet is accurately scalped.

FM 300:
Better cleaning for improved harvesting
in 1-phase systems. The 6-row INLINE
front mulcher FM 300 achieves the best
“cleaning results” thanks to its compact
design and its patented work process.
The result: More beet yield per hectare!

Grimme Landmaschinenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG · Hunteburger Straße 32 · D-49401 Damme
Phone +49 5491 666-0 · Fax +49 5491 666-2298
grimme@grimme.de · www.grimme.com

We reserve the right of alterations.
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Your Grimme Partner for advice and service:

03/10/1000

Harvest success all the way

